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About This Game

Legendary Eleven is an epic arcade football game inspired by the golden age of football spanning the 70's to the 90's.

This is a fresh approach to the beautiful game, with fluid gameplay and unique mechanics. Develop astonishing plays and keep
possession of the ball to perform unstoppable Super Shots. Gamble with sliding tackles to steal the ball without the referee

whistling for a foul. Trust in your fans to support you if you’re losing, or use special trading sticker to boost the stats in your
team. Legendary Eleven is all this and more, an over the top, fun and very accessible football game set during the retro World

Cups that made history and inspired generations of players and fans.

Playing the championships unlocks stickers that you can use to boost the stats of your team or improve morale, maybe even
obtain other special advantages. Choose from 36 teams full of glorious haircuts, moustaches and legends in short shorts. Lead

them to glory and win the World Cup!
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Genre: Indie, Sports
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Eclipse Games
Publisher:
Eclipse Gamse
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel i3 2nd-Generation 2.5GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX650 or equivalent with 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Simplified Chinese
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Its an Interesting game with a few nice concepts and details, But thats about it.
If you are a true fan of simulators and realisum, this is not for you. all the tractors are weird, they look more like cartoon
tractors than the real thing. The loaders are terrible, being unable to rotate the loader tool\/bucket or simply changing tools
makes moving bales difficult or anything else for that matter and unrealistic. The graphics are very good at giving you a headace
and the sounds are in your face and the annoying.
Nothing feels right in this game.
Buy farming simualtor instead. I must a played FS for more than a 1000 hours and its a much better game.
. fighting games lol. Skullport does what good expansions do. It adds more options and 1 major new resource\/mechanic
(corruption) which doesn't turn the game on it's head, but does change strategy considerably.

Some quests, Intrigue cards and buildings now offer more resources or VP in echange for granting you corruption. Corruption
can be a niggling problem if few people utalise it, but the more it's used the worse it becomes for everyone who has it. So
utalising these new cards and buildings is a risk, and one that gets greater over time.

So do you avoid corruption as much as possible and hope your opponets don't leap ahead with all those extra resources? Do you
dable in a little cirruption in the hopes that your opponents with suffer from it more then you? OR do you go all in, using
corruption willy-nilly and hope you can clear enough of it before the game ends?

This expansion elevates my 8\/10 review for the base game to 9\/10.

(The UI could still be a lot more user friendly). For free its pretty good game maps could be bigger though and recommend
some one play this on multi screens i do on 3 of them and its way better. Supported in the failed Kickstarter. Nice premise: have
to play dystopian to try to achieve any goals (as in I think you need to turn the kids to pineapples to make money). Buggy at this
time, but hopefully will improve. Keep an eye on this.. Waste of time and money, probably one of the expensive games I've ever
played. Building time of ships takes about 10days max, and with the new techs it could take more than 10 days. I can't keep up
anymore. Game is totally broken now and they're all about money. I've spent about a thousand dollars to other games but I can't
spend a single dollar as this game is too expensive. You're better off buying a good game than spending money on this game.

Do not download this game! A lot of good space games out there, Don't bother playing this one. Period. This is a warning to
those who wants to play this game and to those who wants to return to the game. THIS IS A HARDCORE PAY TO WIN
GAME, NOT FREE TO PLAY!
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Unnecessary.. you'll get shell shocked.. Sym is hard to really give a yay or nay on due to the fact that it's very much an
experience that will be based on each individual. The game hits themes surronding social anxiety disorder, and those who are
unfamilar with the affliction won't find a game that can make up for in its mechanics or gameplay. The gameplay is alright,
there's a level of precision that the controls don't really help highlight, and while the switching between worlds can make for
some interesting puzzle mechanics, it just doesn't have the grasp on gameplay to really succeed in that section.

However, it has strengths in its theming and the concepts behind it. The ideas it touches with the way it presents its games in
black and white and the way you escape from the world is really interesting, and even the mechanics in the gameplay itself play
toward these themes. It's most definitely an experience, and it's a game that will make me remember it for a little bit at this
point. It's not a good \u201cgame\u201d, it's an experience.

For some gameplay and commentary: http:\/\/youtu.be\/an0Z2lyVy7c. Fun RPG Maker RPG with lots of crafting, exploration,
thieving, land ownership, and stupid jokes. The mobs level up with you so there isnt really a grind, which i like but this may put
some people off. Will update as i progress. BETTER RUN THROUGH THE JUNGLE. Not a bad game at all. Its a casual
puzzle game to pass the time. Some of the puzzles are easy, some are more challenging.

Gfx:
Simple graphics, but it works for the game. The white background can hurt the eyes. The devs thought of that and included a
night mode with a dark color scheme. Thanks

Audio:
Click sounds are good, did turn off the music after one level.

Gameplay:
The game is responsive, no visible unintentional delays and the mechanics are intuitive.

Overall:
Definitely worth a dollar of you like puzzles.. Was an amazing game with a great story. BUT SO ANNOYING. Only 4 episodes
with completely different stories. Its ur decision to choose to buy this game.. A 3D twist on the visual novel that's unlike
anything else I've played. Unique art direction, an excellent voice cast, and an engaging story that explores faith, salvation, life,
and death. VR support puts your character in the center of things and makes for an extremely immersive experience.
Recommended for anyone who's looking for something different from the usual visual novel format.. I didn't feel the VR was
utilized properly to enhance the narriative except maybe in the beginning to help visualize the centrifuges. Everything else was
really just stylized "cyber" visuals... something you'd expect in a VR music video maybe, but not in a serious documentary.

I guess I was hoping to be placed in real locations using photogrammetry capture... places like server rooms, or factories full of
automation equipment, closeups of PLC hardware, etc.

Documentaries for the most part are meant to show you an interesting point of view... well, the VR should compliment that and
ehance that point you view by fully immersing you in it.

Just stick with watching the full documentary as it's visuals are way more engaging than what's presented here.. The only reason
I'm not recommending this game can be perfectly summed up a comment in the discussions about wanting biomes to spread
naturally. As it sits right now all you're really doing is decorating the map with things. Sure you can change their colors and you
occasionally unlock a new species but the core mechanic is you deciding where things go and they won't move much from that
point.

Until biomes and animals start spreading naturally though it's just.. kind of.. dead feeling. So I'll still keep booting it up every
now and then to place whatever new things they've given us.. but I won't truly enjoy the game until it starts to feel alive.
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